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Capital improvementsbill creates
double standard for state schools
By James A. Sluzewski
Staff Report IT
University officials are accustomed to dealing with budget cuts
and refusals for additional funds.
But what happens when universities receive more money than they
want-orneed?
Far-fetched as it seems. Dr. Stuart
Givens. professor of history, says
over-allocations for capital improvement projects at state schools
can have serious, long-term repercussions.
GIVENS, THE University's
representative to the state Chancellors advisory board, said the
state legislators have added some $67
million in funds to the list of $133
million in projects already approved

by the Ohio Board of Regents for the
July. 1977 to July. 1979 biennium.
Givens said that once the capital
improvements bill was introduced
into the legislature, representatives
added pet projects to the number of
authorized capital improvements.
He said by pork-barrelling, the
process of adding pet projects not
authorized by the regents, the
legislators hope to gain constituent
support.
But putting up new college
buildings without regents' consent,
Givens said, is not as beneficial as it
sounds.
GIVENS SAID NEW buildings are
paid for by bonds and adds to a
university's debt. So. in the future, a
college with many construction
projects might have to pay them off

with money that could have been
used for operating expenses.
Givens said that legislators
already have proposed several
unrequested construction projects
around the state. These include a new
stadium for Youngstown State
University (YSUl and a horse barn
at Ohio State University.
Givens said the stadium project at
YSU especially is upsetting to him as
the University was told state funds
-could not be appropriated for a
structure not used for academics
when it requested assistance in
building Doyt 1.. Perry Field.
AS A RESULT, students here pay
the debt on the stadium with facility
fees, while the legislature will
provide a stadium to those at YSU. if
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the proposed capital improvements
bill is passed by the Ohio Senate.
'The state has always told us that
facilities that are non-educatinal
cannot be paid for with state
money.'' Givens said. "But they
I state officials i have been operating
for the last 10 years on a double
standard-one for city schools and
another for ones in rural areas.''
He said the University cannot get
state money for the swimming pool in
the new Student Recreation Center
even though government money was
used to build the huge natatorium at
Cleveland State University several
years ago.
Givens said another disadvantage
to having the state build unwanted
facilities is that extra money will not
Ix- allocated for maintaining the
structures.
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Program requirements rigidly set
By Roger K. Uwe
Staff Reporter
Food stamps are a necessity for
many Wood County families, but the
requirements and procedures involved m getting them are rigidly
set.
The Wood County Department of
Public Welfare issues about $200,000

a month in food stamps, according to
Ellsworth M. Edwards, director.
Between 8 and 10 percent of the
county's population, or about 10.000
persons, receive food stamps, he
s.ud.
The
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture set up the food stamp
program in 1901 to supplement diets
of low-income families. Edwards

Mark: Police are a
* mirror of society'
By Julie Rollo
Staff Reporter
Although England may be proportionately as dishonest as the U.S.. it is
not nearly as violent according to the
former director of Scotland Yard, Sir
Robert Mark.
Mark, who commanded the lxmdon
metropolitan police force headquarters
for more than four years, visited the
University yesterday and delivered an
address in the Grand Ballroom. Union,
last night.
Having spent 40 years with the
English police system, Mark said he
believes that the police force is the most
accurate reflection of the society it
serves, but one must compare societies,
not police systems.
"POLICE ARE A mirror of society.
In an armed society you will find an
armed police force." he said. "A
society that feels satisfied or
dissatisfied with its police system
should appreciate that the cause is
attributable to society itself."
England virtually is an unarmed
society. Mark said.
Subsequently. British police do not
carry guns, which arc used only on rare
occasions such as face-to-face con-

frontations with terrorists and escorts
of political dignitaries.
TO POSSESS FIREARMS, persons
must obtain certificates from the
police, which. Mark said, are mostly
restricted lo use by bank and security
guards. Illegal possession of firearms is
a serious, arrestable offense and most
criminals disapprove of their use in the
commission of crimes, he noted. •
Officers attend political demonstralions without tear gas or dogs,
carrying only 12 inch wooden sticks.
Since 1973. 148 terrorists have been
arrested in some 300 bombing and
shooting incidents. None of them were
killed, wounded or harmed by police.
Mark said.
One to two police officers a year arc
murdered on duty: police killed four
persons in the last 32 years.
AS FOR THE judicial process, Mark
said that "politics has no part whatsoever." adding that policies are dictated by the criminal law, not
politicians.
Police themselves have exclusive
authority in the operations of their
departments and are accountable only
financially and administratively to
local and central governments; each
prosecution is the responsibility of the
police force. Mark said.

said. Food stamps now arc available
in every county in the nation.
THE PROGRAM lets low-income
households buy more food of a
greater variety, he said. To purchase food stamps. |>articipants must
pay a sum based on family size and
net monthly income. They receive
food stamps of a greater value than
the amount they pay and can spend
these stamps like, money at
authorized food stores.
Certain single and family
households are eligible for food
stamps. Edwards said. They must
meet nationwide standards for income and resources, or have all
household members receiving public
assistance. They also must be living
as one economic unit either singly or
as a group.
Living as one unit means the
residents must be buying or storing
food together and sharing living
expenses. Edwards said.
Applicants must be able to prepare
meals except in special circumstances, he said adding that
household members 18 years and
older must register for employment.
"RESIDENTS OF public institutions are not eligible." Edwards
said. Veteran's hospitals, mental
institutions and universities are
included in this definition.
This restriction rules out food
stamp requests of many college
students living on campus, he said.
Monthly net income of a household
is used to determine how many foodstamps a month that household will
receive and how much will be
required to pay for them, he said.
"What you pay varies with your
income." Edwards said. Net income,

Sir Robert Mark

received,
MAXIMUM INCOME eligibility
Standards for all households, except
famillts receiving public assistance,
are revised every six months to
reflect changes in food prices, according to a booklet published by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Income not reported by applicants
Is a big problem across the country,
Edwards said.
"Unless it is a case of out and out
fraud, we usually consider it an
oversight." he said. The welfare
department's policy is to request
persons pay the difference between
what they paid and actually were
owed.
More serious cases, such as
stealing and food stamp fraud are
"out of our hands." Edwards said.
These cases arc referred to state or
federal courts.
EDWARDS EMPHASIZED that in
most cases, no attempt lias been
made to defraud the welfare agency
and restitution is required in lieu of

prosecution
Obvious fraud cases must be
prosecuted to protect the credibility
of the food stamp system, he said. If
this approach is not taken, persons
who really need food stamps will be
hurt the most.
Edwards could not estimate how
many University students arc
receiving food stamps. He said his
office docs not keep records
categorizing reccpients.

N»w»pho'o by G«ffy N»o>«*

A WORKER FROM somewhere above tosses bricks onto a pile as
Ihis unidentified worker continues renovation of Moseley Hall,
possibly hoping that his co-worker has good aim.

• • •

Students are eligible
for food stamps
Some University students are eligible
for food stamps. Are you one of them?
"We don't differentiate in any way
between a student and a non-student l in
awarding food stamps)," said
Ellsworth M. Edwards, director of the
Wood County Department of Public
Welfare. The fact that an applicant is
part of the University community is not
a factor in determining eligibility.
The only exception to this is that
residents of public institutions, such as
the University, are not eligible to
receive food stamps, he said. This rule
therefore eliminates all students and
ball directors living on campus, he said.

Ncwiphoto by Larry Koywr

which is total gross income minus
health care expenses and housing
costs such as rent, is scaled to
determine amount of food stamps

OFF-CAMPUS students are eligible
for food stamps based on residency
requirements, but must meet other
stipulations, too, Edwards said.
If students receive income from the
University in the form of wages or
living allowances, this must be considered part of the students' net income. Edwards said. But grants, which
are paid directly to the University are
not considered part of the student's
available income.
If the applicant lives with others, they
must share all expenses to be eligible
for food stamps as a family unit,
Edwards said. The expenses include

car payments, utilities and others.
Students normally do not qualify as
households, he said.
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NEWS... Coffee drinkers may get free refills if SGA has anything to
say about it. See page 3

TO APPLY FOR food stamps as a
single, the applicant must separate
himself from his roommates, at least as
far as food is concerned, Edwards said.
He must have separate shelves in the
kitchen and refrigerator, separate food,
his own pots and pans and even his own
salt and pepper shakers. In effect, he
has to show that he is totally independent.
The county welfare department sends
an investigator to visit the apartment to
see if the student really is independent.
"It's not the kind of thing we can let
go uninvestigated." he said.
Other restrictions exist, too, he said.
"A PERSON WHO is a student may
not file for food stamps if he is claimed
as a dependent." Edwards said, unless
the person's family already is receiving
food stamps.
Also, the applicant must have
cooking facilities readily available to
him, Edwards said.
He stressed that persons with
questions about food stamps and
eligibility should contact the welfare
department, 545 Pearl St.

EDITORIALS... SGA is both complimented and booted in the
backside for the actions it took this week. An explanation appears
on page 2.

FEATURES... The Entertainment page makes its fall debut today
on pages 5 and 6 as Lee Landenberger focuses on the new Rolling
Stones album.

SPORTS... Will the University students begin supporting the
football team tomorrow? Read Terry Goodman's story on page 7.
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opinion
pat and kick to SG A
The Student Government Association should get a pat on the back and
a kick In its pants for Its actions this week.
First, its good deed. SGA ammended its constitution Wednesday night
to create the position of senate representative for the Firelands campus.
A representative will be elected next week by students at Firelands.
The News considers this an action long delayed. Students who were
not represented by SGA often came to the main campus with a chip on
their shoulder, feeling "second-rate" or Ignored.
But although the News agrees with allowing members of either the
Firelands Student Advisory Board or the West Campus Firelands Student
Association to be voted SGA representative, we disagree with some
senator's suggestion that Firelands alumni be permitted to represent the
branch. Those former branch students may care a lot for the branch but
they won't be up on current Issues.
Now. for the kick In the pants.
SGA yesterday put a blot on its clean record this year of not holding
closed or executive sessions. Various members met In secret to discuss
the proposed mandatory exam requirement drafted by Academic
Council.
What good is a closed meeting, when this issue affects all students?
Both students and the news media should have been in on that meeting.
The News cautions SGA on what we believe to be a real mistake.
No more closed meetings.

behind? don't jump
For the freshman student who is having difficulty adjusting to college
life: There Is no need to immerse oneself in soap operas, six-packs, or
Charlie's Angels hoping your problems will go away.
Yes. Mommy's at home and you're here but that's no reason to Jump
into Poe Ditch!
The Personnel Development and Life Planning Center Is offering an
excellent program of counseling services and special help programs to
any student who needs a hand.
A story in yesterday's News outlined some of the programs, which
include everything from personal, one-to-one counseling to non-credit
group programs.
Sometimes a student's high school background does not offer the
discipline and study skills that are required for a successful college
education. This certainly is not his fault, unless he does not do something
about it.
Such students are urged to make use of the writing workshop, the
remedial reading group, the "Friendship Making" and "Study Power"
seminars and the many other self-help and counseling opportunities.
The center's brochure, entitled "Here We Grow Again." is available in
all campus buildings. Students should pick up a copy to learn about the
programs and their objectives. Some of the programs require
.prereglstraion or Interviews, whlrh are outlined in the brochure.
Roman G. Carek, director of the Personnel Development and Life
Planning Center, encourages students to become involved. He says many
students do not partake in the services until midterm when it becomes
obvious they are in academic trouble. By then, it's too late to adjust.
They're behind the eight ball and can't win the game.
II you think you need some help, visit the Personnel Development and
Life Planning Center, 320 Student Services Bldg.. or at least ffnd and
read a ropy of the center's pamphlet. Go for help before It's too lateKemember. 600 freshmen flunked out last year.

.Letters

aren't many other people who think like
you.

sig ep replies
As members of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity, we would like to respond to
the letter criticizing us in Thursday's
BG NEWS.
Mr. Tkacz stated that he thought we
were responsible for the sign on the
Union supporting our Mud Tug.
Sic Sic is a secret organization, its
members are unknown to us. How
could we then rommunirate with them
to have them write that sign?
Also, what is the difference between
"Come to the Sig Ep Mud Tug" and
"See the Falcons play Toledo?" Isn't
Sic Sic a spirit organization'' We don't
feel that Sic Sic had anything else in
mind than promoting spirit when they
printed that sign.
As for your attempt to embarass us.
Mr. Tkacz. as well as having us expelled, we will not stoop to your level of
thinking except to say, Thank God there

'et's hear ficm you
The News ueleomos opinion
I mm its rciidoi-s in llio lurm of
litters In the editor which
• liniment nn published columns.
editorial policy ar any other
tapir ill interest.
Ml
letters
should
be
'ypewrilten and triple spaced.
They must ho signed ind the
author's address and phono
number must bo included for
\oritioulinlL
Letters can bo sent to: Letters
in the Editor. The BO News, IOC
t IUAO sit- lie '
The News rescues the right tu
ro)oet and loiters at portions of
letters il they arc doomed in had
lasle or malicious. N« personal
attacks or Mineral HI;; will be
published
Readers wishing tu submit
litest columns should fullnw a
similiiir pri» c.lurc.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
148-56-5700

'judgment is founded on truth...'

quest columnist

what are they looking for?
There is a special type of person that
I have noticed moving on, in and about
the numerous pathways of the BG
campus.
I address this discussion of that
special type, then, to those of you who
do not fall within that category of
people I call Sidewalk-Footstep Watchers.
I FEEL that the sheer numbers of
this group alone merits this close
examination and evaluation.
Undoubtedly, some have already
identified these individuals. For your
consideration, I offer several nouveau
theories on the existence of these types,
hopefully, to give additional insight on
this subject.
But for those who are contemplating
the Sidewalk-Footstep Watcher for the
first time, I present the following
description of him (or her) and accurate criteria for correctly identifying
him.
The Sidewalk-Footstep Watcher can
be easily located just about anywhere
on campus at anytime, however it
seems they proliferate during certain
morning hours.
Basically what happens is this: You
are walking down a sidewalk to your
next class or any building or anywhere
on campus. I Your destination is really
unimportant. You need only be on a
sidewalk.)
BG'S CAMPUS being the populous
place it is quite a few people will have
approached and passed by you within a
short time. The astounding statistic is,
according to my tedious observations
and meticulous calculations, that two
out of every eleven persons, or an incredible one out of four between 8:15
and 11:00 in the morning that passed
you was a Sidewalk-Footstep Watcher!
How can you identify these folks'1
Quite easily, with these criteria.
II The most notable characteristic
about this person is his intense scrutiny
of the sidewalk directly in front of him
and or his footstep. I estimate that the
focus of this scrutiny will be anywhere
from his foot to no more than four or
five feet ahead of his foot. (With taller
Sidewalk-Footstep Watchers, the figure
is generally a little larger.) I have
witnessed some of them examining
cracks and crevices with such
techniques that could have evolved only
through many years of practice.
2) The Sidewalk-Footstep Watcher
travels alone ninety-nine percent of the
time. Only rarely will you sec a pair of
them searching together.

tification of the Sidewalk-Footstep
Watcher.

Robert
I Alexander

color, then you are mistaken. In his
apparent infatuation with the sidewalk,
a Sidewalk-Footstep Watcher will
never take his gaze away from it for
that long a period of time.
4) My fourth and final criterion was
compiled from an experiment that I
conducted on these people. (Let me
interject at this point that I am a
conscientious fellow and that it was not
without serious question on my part
concerning the ethics and morality
behind this experimentation which so
cruelly disrupted their religious reverie
that I finally did proceed with it in the
name of scientific investigation and
technological advance.)
As the Sidewalk-Footstep Watcher
would draw close. I would utter
something or another to him. With
invariable results, he would quickly
look up and reply with a smile to
whatever I had said. They will always
do this. So. here is a fun technique that
you can use to aid in positive iden-

ONE WORD OF caution, though. You
should not ask them WHY they appear
to be looking so intensely at the
sidewalk. That is the next great step
and research of this nature should be
approached on a gradient
Now, with a good description of this
special person behind us, we are ready
to ask, "Why does our campus abound
so plentifully with these people?" I
have amassed four theories to reckon
with this question.
The first, submitted by a colleague of
mine, is that these Sidewalk-Footstep
Watchers are all third-year biology
majors combing the campus for exotic
animal specimens native only to BG's
sidewalks. It does not hold water,
though, because I very rarely see them
pick up anything.

'The first theory is that these Sidewalk - Footstep
Watchers are all third-year biology majors combing
the campus for exotic animal specimens native
only to BG's sidewalks!'
THE SECOND is more plausible. It
goes: All these people have runny
noose and are. in reality, too embarrassed to reveal this condition. A
quick check with BG's infirmary
discarded this theory.
A nurse there, who wished to remain

you are now more aware of a type of
person you can often see: IheSidcwalk-

Footstep Watcher.
Robert Alexander is a News Student
Cocstt nliimnisl.
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3| YOU Will, never ascertain the
color of a Sidcwalk-FootstepWatcher's
eyes. If you do see his eyes long enough
or close enough to distinguish their

unnamed, stated that the incidence of
colds and respiratory ailments during
the first week of school when I had
observed so many Sidewalk-Footstep
Watchers was practically nil. "We're a
healthy bunch." she added.
Theory three asserts that these
people have deficiencies in their sense
of balance mechanisms and must
compensate by being supremely
conscious of where they are walking.
They do a good job. too. because I never
see thorn fall or so much as stumble,
thus, substantiating this conjecture.
My fourth and final proposition is
indeed workable also. It states that
these people, wary of an acrimonious
winter gone by. arc merely practicing
for more snow and ice.
I hope that in the course of this
examination and evaluation you have
been enlightened to some degree about
this fact* of daily life here at BG; that

"""-^ ^"^^
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'OH, GOODIE.'.' THAT AMP yofc toltW CARP WIU JET YOU R)RTY FIVE MiNvTES Of PRME
<M - WILL XOUTAKE IT STANDING UP IN A GWR. OR IN ED RK "FIFTY CENTS BOKA?

speaking out

what does it take to keep the gross green ?
Simon Pendergast is a man with a
mission. As assistant to the supervisor of maintenance engineers with
the Office of University Grounds,
Pedergast has been ordered to keep
students from walking across the
grass between the Education
building and the Library.
He is responding to his assignment
with enthusiasm, as I discovered
when I visited him last week in his
new McFall Center Office .
"I'm going to keep kids from
wearing out that grass if it's the last
thing I do for this University," he
said, adding, "and if I don't succeed,
it will be the last thing I do for this
University."
"WHOSAYS-'Iasked.
His eyes looked up. "The man
upstairs." he said solemnly.
"God?"
He looked back. "Close. The
president."
I asked Pendergast how he Intended to keep students from walking
the diagonal line from the southwest
corner of the library to the northeast
corner of the Education Building, a
line that perenially is worn bare of
any grass from the constant student
traffic.
"Our first move was to put a chain
fence about three feet high at each
end of the path," he said. "We did
that in early September, and for
about a week, it seemed to keep
students away.
"OF COURSE, there weren't any
students here that week," he added.
"Is the fence working?" I asked.

"Not very well," he replied. "Most
of the students are tall enough to just
step over it."
He smiled. "So we're adding a
challenge. We're replacing the chain
with barbed wire.
"At least we'll find out who the
daring ones arc." he said.
"WHAT IF that doesn't work?" I
queried.

desk-top calendar. "Can the dogs,"
he mumbled as he wrote.
I told him a setup such as he
described certainly would deter
students from walking on the grass.
"We just want to keep our campus
looking beautiful," Pendergast said,
adding, "We have considered other
plans for reducing traffic along that
path."
I asked him to elaborate.
"We thought of closing down
Harshman, Conklin and the
fraternities. Then no one would be
coming from that area or have any
reason to walk along that diagonal
path.
"Of course, we weren't sure we
could afford leaving all that housing
vacant, although we have an ad hoc
committee looking into the
feasibility," he said.
"ANOTHER PLAN is to dig up the

"What do you think general fees
are for?" he asked. "This isa service
to the students. Do you want them to
get mud on their shoes?"

things halfway," Pendergast said.
"And we're willing to go further. If
none of those plans works, we'll be
forced to do something drastic.

"YOU CERTAINLY are being
thorough in keeping students off that
patch of grass," I said.
"This University does not like todo

Paul I .intern Is the News Feature
Editor.
He has a vivid imagination.
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"Of course, we weren't sure we could afford leaving
all that housing vacant, although we have an ad hoc
committee looking into the feasibility,' Pendergast said.'
He became somber again. "Then
we'll install an eight-foot high chainlink fence, with barbed wire on top.
And to keep students from trying to
cut through the wire, we will electrify
the fence and let guard dogs roam the
area inside."
I wondered aloud if the dogs might
mess up the area more than students.
"GOOD POINT," Pendergast said,
and he scribbled a note about it on his

whole area between the Education
Building and the library and make a
small lake. Then students wouldn't
walk across the area, except of
course in winter, when it is froxen,"
he added.
"But at least they wouldn't be
ruining any grass by walking
across," I said.
"Precisely."
I asked how he was getting the
' money to finance his projects.
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SGA okays alumni representative

Coffee patrons want free refills
British House of Lords
will survive Labor test
Britain's House of Lords, abolished and
then revived more than 300 years ago,
probably will still hold out for a long time
despite the latest Labor party vote that it
be dissolved.
The party's annual convention,
representing Labor rank and file, voted by
a 70-1 margin Wednesday in favor of
eliminating the 782-year-old upper house of
Parliament.
Oliver Cromwell eliminated the House of
Lords back in 1649 because it "was found
by long experience to be useless and
dangerous to the people of England."
tabor party arguments for abolition
sounded much the same in 1977.
Brought back with the restoration of the
monarchy in 1660, the House of Uirils has
declined over the past century as a power
in British politics but still retains a
potential for delay in the legislative
process.
The anti-Lords vote is not binding on
Prime Minister James Callaghan's
government and the task of steering such a
bill through Parliament, tampering as it
does with a part of England's heritage,
would daunt even the strongest government.
The tabor government, six seats short
of a majority and dependent on liberals,
independents and small party votes to stay
in power, hardly has that kind of strength.

Carter administration
to examine antitrust laws
The Carter administration is planning
an over-all examination of the nation's
complex antitrust laws, emphasizing
toughened enforcement and improved
efficiency in the fight against monopolies.
Vice President Walter F. Mondale and
Atty. Gen, Griffin B. Bell indicated the
quest inn of antitrust enforcement, and its
effect on consumers, was on the administration's agenda. The two appeared
yesterday at the ceremony to swear into
office the new head of the Justice
Department's antitrust division.
The fact that the swearing - in of Asst.
Ally. (ten. John H. Shenefield was held in
the White House was itself a sign of the
increased focus on antitrust enforcement.
Such ceremonies are usually held at the
Justice Department, where they attract
less attention.
Shenefield. praised by Mondale and Bell
as one of the top scholars and trial lawyers
in the til it rust field, was given the oath of
Office In the White House Roosevelt Room
by Supreme Court Justice tawis Powell.
The vire president called the choice of
Shenefield "a central feature in this administration's vigorous enforcement of
antitrust laws." an enforcement which he
said would be of particular benefit to
consumers.
Bell said the administration would begin
"a re-examination and a study of the
antitrust laws...to see what we can do to
better handle the procedures."

Newlywed stabbings scare
Minneapolis suburb folk
Authorities arc assuring frightened
residents of the Minneapolis suburb of
Ne« Hope that they are not in danger,
despite threats spray-painted on the walls
of homes near where a newlywed was
found stabbed to death.
A black spray-painted message saying
"There are more." was on the kitchen wall
of the victim's home. Other threats, saying
"Maybe you'' and "You are next." were
painted on the walls of neighboring homes
in this quiet suburb of $60,000 to $70,000
homes.
A Hennepin County medical examiner's
report Thursday said Susan Rosenthal
died of "massive blood loss due to multiple
stabbings." Her body was found by her
sister Tuesday.
Feai gripped the neighborhood Wednesday as word of the slaying circulated.
Some parents kept their chidren indoors,
and others escorted them to playmates'
homes.
"Really, there's not much you can do to
assure people they're safe after something
like this." Police Chief Colin Kastanos
said. 'But we've no indication that anyone
else is really in danger-despite the signs."
Police patrols in the neighborhood have
been increased, the chief said, adding that
investigators were "checking out leads" in
the bizarre homicide. He declined to
elaborate.

Miami testimony ends
tests television violence
estimony ended yesterday in the firstdegree murder trial of Ronny Zamora as
rival attorneys jousted over the defense
contention that the 15-year-old was subconsciously programmed to shoot his
elderly neighbor by excessive TV violence.
Final arguments were scheduled for late
afternoon, and Judge Paul Baker planned
then to give his orders to the Jury of nine
I men and three women.

Testimony ended after defense attorney
Ellis Rubin and assistant state attorney
Rick Katz questioned several psychiatrists
over the defense theory that Zamora killed
because of the six-to-eight hours of
television he watched each day.
Rubin has argued that the thousands of
murders Zamora saw depicted on TV
became ingrained in his subconscious,
forcing him to shoot the woman when she
confronted him and a friend ransacking
her house.
"Even though there is a conditioned
response in human beings, that doesn't
mean the person doesn't know what has
happened." said Dr. Albert Zaslow, a
Miami psychiatrist called by the
prosecution.
"If he tZamora| saw shows where
people were being rewarded for killing, it's
conceivable he could have been conditioned. But that's not what happened."

East Coast dock strike talks
end without progress
The chances of a long Atlantic and Gulf
Coast dock strike appeared more likely
yesterday as the nation's chief labor
mediator recessed talks with shipping
executives because of a lack of progress.
Wayne L. Horvitz. director of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, said he ended the talks, aimed at
resolving the five-day-old strike, without
winning any concessions from the
representatives of the port associations
and shipping firms.
A shipping industry source said the
employers "were unable to get anywhere"
and "it looks very bad."
"I had hoped that the intense discussions
which had been continuing since 10 a.m.
would have produced a willingness among
those groups to continue discussions of a
common approach to some of the serious
problems in the strike." said Horvitz.
"I was unable to get this and I recessed
the meeting."
Horvitz said he will still try to resume
the discussions and has told Thomas W.
Gleason, president of the International
Longshoremen's Association, of the
deadlock.

Coffee guzzlers at the
Union soon may get a break
if a proposal made at
Wednesday's Student
Government Association
i SGA I meeting is approved.
Jeff A. Davis, president of
Beta Mu Kappa, a commuter-oriented fraternity,
suggested that SGA look into
the feasibility of creating a
"bottomless" system of
selling coffee.
Under Davis' proposal,
anyone paying a daily fee.
such as 40 or 50 cents, could

Mine workers strike

African work-study groups
now are recruiting new
members, according to
Donald Viapree. sponsor of
the All African Peoples
Revolutionary Party.
"The
group
mainly
stresses Study for the person
truly Interested In the
present conditions of African
people," according to
member Debra Wlntfield,
junior.
"Emphatia
is
committed to victory in our
Struggle and love for the
African people and hatred
for negative forces," she

Firelands student adquately
could represent the branch
campus, mentioning that a
Firelands student would
have to travel about an hour
each way to attend SGA

meetings.
A section of yesterday's
article explaining SGA's
decision making Firelands
alumni currently attending
the main campus eligible for
the past of Firelands senator
inadvcrtcdly was ommited
due to space limitations.
SGA decided that a former

labor until Africa is free and
the black man and black
woman have a natural
homeland," he said. The two
groups
have
been

in existence five years.
The work-study groups
meet at least twice a month,
Whitfield said. Interested
persons should contact
Viapree at :152-002B.

"If a student has attended
Firelands for two vears. he'd

have a pretty good idea of
what is going on there," Jon
A. Shultz, SGA investigative
assistant, said.
Kevin R. Bache, of the
West Campus Firelands
Student Association, added.
"The problems and issues
affecting Firelands gel here
at the main campus

Friends of Library sponsor
book sale to raise funds
About 10.000 books, magazines and tape recordings will
go on sale at 9 a.m. tomorrow for the benefit of the
University Library
The sale is being held by the Friends of the Library, an
organization formed to raise money for the library to
prevent Cutbacks ill Services and subscriptions to journals, according to Gerald K. Bergman, president of the
organization.
Books will be priced at 50 cents each or five for $2 and
magazines will be 2S cents each or five for$l.
Included in the selection are books dating back to the
mth and 19th centuries and magazines from the 1920s and
1930S, new textbooks and a wiik' assortment of paperbacks. Bergman said.
The bunk sale will be held in 123 University
Library .during normal library hours.
"It's the first sale of its kind." Bergman said. "It's kind
oi a gamble."
All printed material being sold was donated during the
last five months.
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Included were demands for $100 a day
pay, an additional 12 days off, improved
fringe benefits, longer vacations and
coverage of health and retirement benefits
for Navajo miners in the Southwest who
are treated by Indian medicine men.

Viapress and Whitfield
explained that the group's
interpretation of the word
"study" differs from its
normal meaning. The group
combines readings with
practical life experiences.
The work-study group is
the best way to become involved with the AAPRP.
Viapree said.
The aim of the party is to

said.

threatens UMW union
The United Mine Workers union faces
extinction if wildcat strikes can't be
stopped, the coal industry's chief labor
negotiator said yesterday as talks began
on a new labor contract.
President Joseph P. Brennan of the
Bituminous Coal Operators Association
said the new agreement must restore labor
stability to the coalfields if the union and
industry are to share in coal's riches.
Otherwise, he said, "we will ... see the
decline and possible extinction of the
United Mine Workers of America as a
force in the national collective
bargaining."
The industry came to the bargaining
table armed with charts, figures and a
lengthy statement by Brennan to support
its negotiating position.
UMW President Arnold R. Miller made
no public statement, submitting only a
three-page list of the union's general
bargaining goals, which were first spelled
at the union's 1976 convention.

Bob Woit, SGA president
agreed the idea should be
investigated. If it proved
practical. SGA would "go
through channels to implement it." h<- said.

African work study groups recruiting
persons interested in commitment

Cleveland racketeer killed
in bomb explosion
Cleveland rackets figure Danny Greene
died yesterday when a bomb exploded
blowing pieces of his body and a car at
least60 feet, federal agents said.
The bomb exploded in an office building
parking lot in l.yndhurst. a southeastern
suburb.
The violent explosion sent debris flying,
and an auto teller in the St. Clair Savings
and Loan office said she saw an arm blown
across the street and part of the victim's
flesh hit the teller's window.
The 47-year-old Greene narrowly
escaped death in 1968 when a homemade
dynamite bomb was tossed into his car. In
1975 a bomb rocked his far east side
apartment but he escaped again.
Greene, a one-time union organizer, shot
and killed Michael W. Frato, owner of a
trash-hauling firm in 1971. He was
acquitted of manslaughter for the
shooting, claiming self defense.
In 1966 a federal grand jury convicted
Greene on five counts of embezzling funds
from the longshoremen's Union. He
successfully appealed the decision and
later pleaded guilty to falsifying
documents and was fined $10,000.

receive unlimited refills.
"It (coffee) costs about
five cents to make; the
bunion charges us 20 cents a
cup. and it isn't even a full
cup." he said.
David said Ohio State
University has a similar
program, and suggested that
marketing research be used
to see if the idea would work
here.
He added that it would be
beneficial to commuter
students facing long drives
home.
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Sabin: research must be concentrated

booal Brief $

Human cancers not caused by virus

Student teachers
Anyone student teaching this quarter should send his
current address and phone number to the Student
Teaching Office, 444 Education Bldg.

Bloodmoblle
The fall Red Cross blood drive for the Bowling Green
area will be held from noon to 6 p.m., Monday at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church, 31S S. College Drive.
Anyone in good health between the ages of 18 and 65 is
encouraged to come. The bloodmoblle is usually the least
busy from 4-6 p.m., according to Gladys Cook, Wood
County Bloodmoblle coordinator.

CINCINNATI IAP) - Dr. Albert Sabin,
developer of the oral polio vaccine, said
yesterday cancer is not caused by viruses
and researchers must concentrate their
efforts on understanding what causes
human cells to become cancerous.
Sabin, now a researcher at the University
of South Carolina, said he is engaged in
evaluating cancer studies with an eye
toward pinpointing areas of needed
research.
He said the new direction in research
should be concentrating directly on human
cancer.
"THERE IS NO evidence to support the

address changes
Students who have not registered a change of address
for fall quarter should do so before Wednesday or their
address will be deleted from the University phone
directory. Address changes are being accepted by the
housing office.

Absentee ballots for the
Nov. 8 election now can be
requested from the board of
elections office in voters'
home counties. Anyone who

fitness
world "'"— n '<*•*» K
health
"-v
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"What we ought to know is why certain
kinds of cancers occur in different people in
different areas of the world."

THE NOTED researcher said medical
scientists must seek to understand what
causes a human cell to regress.
The "puzzles" that need study are the
environments and family environments that

HE NOTED that Japanese who moved
from Japan to the U.S. "do not necessarily
contract the same kinds of cancers their
families do in Japan."
Sabin said he believes cancer cures will be

Absentee ballot requests available

$|0 off
ON ANY
MEMBERSHIP

old theory that human cancers are caused
by viruses," Sabin told a news conference
before a lecture at the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine.
Sabin said it is time to put azide research
on cancer in animals because "they are not
directly related to cancer in humans."
While no virus has been found to cause
cancer in humans, several viruses are
known to cause malignancies in animals.
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Whatever You Con
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HONOLULU (AP)- When 111 ninth-graders
were asked to write the Pledge of Allegiance,
not one could do it correctly. One response
described the U.S. as a nation "under guard"
and dedicated "for richest stand."
A schoolteacher, who asked not to be
identified so her students would not be embarrassed, called the results frightening. She
said all the students, Americans coming from
varying racial and ethnic backgrounds, had
spelling problems, and they apparently had
litlle grasp of what the pledge meant.
The word "indivisible," for example, came
out as "in the visible" in many papers, or with
spelling mistakes like "vissable" or "viable."

TWO STUDENTS SAID the nation was
"under guard" instead of "under God." The
phrase "to the Republic for which it stands"
appeared in some papers as "of richest
stand" or "for Richard stand."
The teacher said 12 students had trouble
spelling the word "America." The word

He opposes legalizing the drug laetrile as
"an immoral act" that would give terminal
cancer patients false hope and perhaps lead
them away from "taking advantages of the
things we do know."
SABIN SAID he was satisfied that polio
has been defeated in the U.S. However, he
said that measles will continue to be a
problem until "there is a mass immunization" of children between 5 and 12
years old. He said it was time to stop
blaming the parents for negligence.

appeared in some papers as "America-in."
"Americai." "Amereca." "Amicra," and
Arnica."
She said that just before giving the test she
showed the students a film of children
reciting the pledge.
And the youngsters
should have been familiar with the pledge
from their grade school days. Pupils in
Honolulu elementary schools recite the
pledge daily.
"I'M SICK. I don't know what to do or
where to turn." the teacher said.
She charged that students are being passed
regardless of their skills, and that educational
standards are not high enough.

Charles Clark, state superintendent of
education, acknowledged that abilities of
some students are not up to par. and said the
department is working to set minimal
competency standards at various grade
levels.
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developed "because of all the things I have
seen in research over the past half century."

Students unfamiliar with
Pledge of Allegiance, spelling

96 Month's
in B.G.

PARTY

PIKE
HOUSE

Persons wishing to vote
absentee, but who have not
registered to vote by the Oct.
18 deadline personally must
report to their local boards of
election. After presenting
valid identification they will
be registered and allowed to
vote absentee at that time.

Dominick 1-aBino, adjunct professor of art, has been
awarded the 1977 Phoenix Award for glass art.
1-ablno received the award at a Toledo Museum of Art
dinner Sept. 28. The award is sponsored by glass industry
suppliers and "Glass Industry" magazine.
LaBino regularly consults with University students and
faculty members concerning glassblowing techniques, glass
and its properties. Field trips have been made to his home art
studio in Grand Rapids, Ohio. He also holds an honorary
doctorate degree in fine arts from the University.
The glass expert has worked with glass for 43 years in the
capacities of inventor, technologist and artist. He holds 57
patents from researching glass compositions, processes and
equipment.
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They also must state the
name under which they are
registered and their voting
precinct

Professor earns art award
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will be absent from his home
county on election day can
cast an absentee ballot.
Written requests for
ballots must be received by
boards of election by noon
Nov. 5. The boards of election must receive the absentee ballot by 3 p.m. Nov.
8.
Persons requesting an
absentee ballot by mail must
explain why they cannot vote
at the polls on election day.

may result in certain families contracting
the disease. He said he was not certain that
families have cancer tendencies. "This
might be a family environment," he said,
but noted that outside sources were not
necessarily the causes.
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Stones' latest album powerful despite flaws

Review By
Lee l.anrienbergcr
New albums Irom the
Rolling Stones are few and
far between. They are the
soul survivors of an era of
popular music that passed
with the coming of the 70's.
Yet their longevity is well
deserved.
The newest
album. "Love You Uve"
shows they still play rock
music with a headlong intensity.
Don't expect "Love You
Live" to bear resemblance
to any of the flood of live
albums that have hit the
market in the past year.
They cater to no one in their
audience; the audience
either accepts or rejects
them on the Stone's own

terms. This arrogance has
paid off and the results are
obvious. They still sell
records.
The cover art is enough to
immediately discourage the
Stones novice. Andy Warhol
has created a package that
completely contradicts the
pretty boy-girl album art
that is prevading the record
stores. His art is. in fact, as
representation of the band's
life style and music. Sloppy,
but together in a very
distorted way.
MUSICALLY, their live
show is a rock event of the
first order. The Stones are
the very embodiment of rock
and roll, a band in the true
sense of the word. Evervone

has their place and is able to
function well within the
group without stepping on
each other's toes.
"Love You Live" was
recorded in Paris in 1976 and
Toronto in 1977. The Toronto
El Mocambo night club
shows were a decisive step
backward from stadium
concerts. The spontaneity
comes through as the
audience becomes a distinct
part of the act. This is in
direct contrast to the
numbers from the Paris
tapes.
All the hits are included,
with music from 1968 on.
Best tracks are "If You
Cut Rock Me-C.et Off My
Cloud." Star Star." "You

Cant Always Get What You
Want."
■•Little
Red
Rooster," "Brown Sugar"
and "Jumping Jack Flash."
Ron Wood presents the
best rock guitar licks he has
played since the early days
with Ron Stewart He is
capable of playing soaring
solos and does a splendid job
on this record.
MICK JAGGER'S vocals
are absolute trash. He does
not hit many correct notes
and the lyrics are slurred.
His strength is not in vocal
execution but in his stage
presence. Having witnessed
rum perform helps to understand why the vocals are
so bad. If his stage presence
were not so powerful, then

Read
Day
In
Review

the vocals on "Love You
Live" could be passed off as
merely annoying.
Keith Richards is constant
as usual. Powerful rhythms
and an occasional Chuck
Berry-esque guitar break

sum up more about the rock
experience than an arm load
of new album releases. His
work is awe-inspiring on the
deepest gut level.
For those who do not know
what to make of the Stones or

this album, let me put it
together for you. The vast
majority of rock groups on
top today grew up with influence from these people.
The Rolling Stones formed
the base for hard rock as it is

today. "lx>ve You Live" is a
return to those roots, a
summation of how to rock
with power without the
excesses. This album shows
they are the greatest rock
and roll band in the world.

Joel's new album doesn't match previous
Review By
Bill Lammers
While the lights may not have gone out on Billy Joel's
Broadway, they are a little dimmer now with the release of
"TheStranger." the follow-up to the successful "Turnstiles."
Joel, who gave a concert at the University last year and
maintains a cult on campus, proved that a simple piano man
could grow up into a master of large-scale "production
numbers" like "Miami 2017 (Seen The lights Go Out on
Broadway)" (on"Turnstiles").
"The Stranger" is not a total loss-on songs where Joel
displays his grand scale potential, like the opening selection
"Movin" Out (Anthony's Song)" and "Only the Good Die
Young," which has received the most FM airplay-he shows
that his previous vision was not a fluke.
What stands out most about the album is its similarity in
parts to that of another New Yorker-Paul Simon and "Still
Crazy After All These Years." While Simon's album has its
place in the music world, there is only room for one
depressing balladeer with an electric piano droning away in
the background.
It's not surprising that the album sounds like Simon-it was
produced by Phil Ramone. the producer of recent albums by
Simon and Pheobe Snow. "Just The Way You Are" sounds
like it was recorded in the same session as "James" from
"Turnstiles."
Joel's lyrics are difficult to understand-or at least

categorize. On "Vienna," Joel tells listeners to slow down
and enjoy the good things in life. On the next song. "Only The
Good Die Young." he contradicts that message and says that
we should live life to its fullest.
One attempt to get "arty" fails on "The Stranger." In the
opening and closing of the title song. Joel presents an eerie,
depressing piano and whistle solo. He tries to tie together the
songs by linking them with this depressing music It doesn't
work.
True fans of Billy Joel probably will love the album, even
though his once-perfect voice sounds strained i probably on
purpose). It's not a "Turnstiles" or even a "llano Man."
But compared to much of what is cranked out of I .os Angeles
these days, this is a moderate breeze (not a strong wind)
from the East.

GIANT BOOK SALE
1st Floor University Library
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8th
9 A.M. — 5 P.M.
Sponsored by the Friends of the University Library
HARDBACKS - 50*or 5/ $200
PAPERBACKS- 25* or 5/ $1.00
Magazines & Records, Too!
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AQUA HUT
Offers the finest scuba
equipment at the lowest
prices for your diving
pleasure . GO DOWN
before the water freezes
at the AQUA HUT. Stop
by and check out our
new wet suits and
accessories. If you've been;
out of touch for a while call us about our tour
refresher course 352-5128!
A greart way to dive
safely and in expensively.

Elections & Opinions
Orientation Board
Academic Affairs
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Charities Board
Organizations
Personnel Board
Spirit and Traditions

Other projects that you might be interested in pursuing. These projects might range from doing some
investigative work, to putting up posters for upcoming
events.

If interested , sign up at 405 SSB before
Oct. 14th. For more info, contact SGA. office
405 SS, 372-0116
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Moraz'new album'Out in the sun
not quite up to artist's potential
Review by
Russ Summers
Patrick Moraz has not quite reached his potential with his
new album, "Out In The Sun," but his superior playing
proves he still is perhaps the greatest progressive
keyboardist on the scene.
Patrick has had quite a career. His first band, Mainhorse,
lasted three years, and was followed by various stints with
Brazilian percussionists. Moraz then got together with former Nice members Brian Davidson and l,ee Jackson to form
Refugee in 1974, which was a critical success.
IN Mil SUMMER of that year, however, Patrick got his
big chance. Rick Wakeman had just left Yes, and Vangelis
and Rog Argent turned down offers to replace him at the
keyboard spot. After a rehearsal with the band, Patrick
proved it was he they needed.
After the controversial "Relayer" album, two world tours
with Yes, and a successful solo album called "i," Moraz was
looking In become an integral part of the English band. I -i-t
winter, Patrick just could not get into the material on the
latest Yes release. "Going For The One." Moraz had no
choice but to leave the band, only to be replced again by
Wakeman.

Billboard selects top ten albums

Parting from Yes, Moraz had plenty of time to work on the
new album, but the effort doesn't show. The main weakness
lies in the material, which is not understandable, because "i"
was cleverly composed.
The first of the outstanding cuts is the title tune, which is
solidly constructed, even under Moraz's strong keyboard
work. The large Brazilian percussion ensemble on "i" has
been reduced to two, and the results are exceptional.
"RANA BATUCADA" more or less is an outtake from the
first album, but nonetheless is beautifully melodic, and well
planned.
The highlight of the album, and perhaps Moraz's finest
compostion yet, is the four-part "Time For A Change." The
large amount of keyboard overdubbing and percussion is
very effective, and the piano solo is extraordinary.
The rest of the album, unfortunately, is not a lot to speak of,
bordering on filler. But the more than adequate backing from
guitarist Ray Gomez and drummer Andy Newmark saves
the mediocre material.
Although the "Out In The Sun" release has only three good
tunes to save it, it is hoped the next album will more rightfully display the Swiss keyboardist's talents.

Sumner and his gospel
quartet arc living tcsUiment
to the Presley legacy.
"He left us a portion of his

"Elvis was one-half of our
income. Really, I'm making
more now than when he was
living."
Sumner is writing a book
about Presley and will appear on an "American
Bandstand" tribute to
Presley Oct. 22. He also has
recorded a single. "Elvis
Has I .eft The Building." with
the title taken from the
standard public address

Adopt-a-grandparent
The Adopt-a-Grandpurent Program is looking for
volunteers interested in spending time with an elderly
person
Volunteers are matched on a one-to-one basis with a
prospective grandparent. Anyone interested in the
program should stop in at 410 Student Services Bldg., or
call372-flOW.

U. A.O. Presents

FRIDAY

announcement at the close of
Presley's concerts.
But he still can't believe
Presley is dead.
"I don't think it's hit me
yet," he said in an interview
a month after Presley's
death Aug. 16 in Memphis.
"I'll be sitting around and
wondering when we go on the
next tour, and in a few
seconds I'll realize he's
dead."

Lectures

Fall Frcebies Contest
Apply UAO Office - 3rd floor Union
Win a trip to Florida,
The Kentucky Derby,
j 5 and Concert Tickets
$ Just for filling out
a survey

m.

who have not

received their certificate* may now
pick them n,. at Dr. Barber's office.
203 II. Hull Between 9(30 and 3:30

.Main

352-0170

*"r^rtrtrtWftWftftrt^r%^^r^s^^rWWW

HOLIDAY INN" of
BOWLING GREEN

Book sale 9am to5pm 1st floor Library
Field hockey » a.m., Held ne«t to Stadium

- i |/V• ■ » i »• t- <> rtft o » *

i

Wayne

Graduate Women sCaucus Sp m . 1005 North GroveSt
Alpha Phi Omega 7 30 p m . 106 Hayes Hall
vi< e fraternity

National ser

Fm n Falcon Scuba Club 8pm, Natatorium

"The Petrified Forest" and
Film Theater, HannaHall

Marked Woman

7pm. Gish

UAOCIIMO

9pm

I a m , Carnation Room, Union SOtenls

Classifieds
LOST A FOUND
Male

Siamese found

4th &

High area 15*835;
Friday aHernoon on campus.
Answers to "Buster "' Call V7
•1091.
SERVICESOFFERED
Tennis rackets strung 3 types;
Garc la nylon Call Mark at 35?
41SS

Part time babysitter needed
tor I yr old boy Quiet place lo
Musi be reliable

35?

Two rmmtes needed to share
large house Own room Prefer
grad students Call 35? 1761
I

female

rmmte

tor

winter

qtr Call 35? 7359 (or interview.
Close to campus
I female rmmte to share apt
fall Qtr only Furnished. $75
mo . all util paid Call Bev at
3S? 64?8 around 6 pm.

1 female rmmte. for winter 8,
spring. Close to campus $78
per mo 35? 7107
3 people needed to share 2
bedrm apt. $65 per mo per
person All util included exc.
elcc.35?8?51

Dear Tern Homemaker Have
a vrry Happy Birthday! Love,
Mooney!

Congratulations
to
Linda
Mitchell,
the
New
Miss
B G si)
the Phi Psi's

Gir is in Garden Apartments m
and T J

you're all

Want a sound system that
p'ays the best in dtsio& rock1

Damn, il was with the Delta
As. Beta's, we can't think ot a
better way to welcome our
pledges lhan with a great
parly with you Thanks, the
DZs.

Tii.it played Ihe great events
Beta son. Heart Fund Dance
Marathon and Happy Hours'

Pledge day and a linking too'
Congratulations, Marsha and
Tim.
on
your
DZ Beta
engagement!
Love,
your

listers
Our mud tug team is the
greatest
Congrats.
Karen.
Pam, Mary, Skeotsie, Donn.i
and Katie on your great effort
Wed
also like to thank
everyone who cheered lor us
We think you're all super. The
DZs
The DZ's want to welcome our
fantastic new baby turtles to
the active bunch We think
you'regreat. Your sisters.
Ii
TAKES
ONLY
FIVE
MINUTES to have your senior
picture taken for the KEY.
PK turos will be taken between
Oct. 10 and Nov 4 Call to

make
your
appointment
today .37? 0086

WFAL has Steve Martin
tickets tor you! Listen and
win! 680 AM 2 2418

Attractive. 1 bedrm. apt to
Sublease beginning Dec
1
PETS ALLOWED. Call Sue at

THE
SOURCE
FLEETWOODMAC.

We're really excited to be your
new pledges.
We're psyched
for a great year! Love. Fall
Pledges

Compton
great'

Hotldy Tocidy God Almighty .t
was a Beta lea Bim Bam Hot

1 male rmmte to share one
bedrm apt. on S. Summit $85
per mo Call 352 9271

Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta

lust a note lo let you know we
still love you guys and tint
we're psyched lor a arc.it
year' Love, your I tile Tau's

Female rmmte wanted now to
June, close by. $83 per mo. 2
bedrm 35? 1027

HAND LOVER HAS
RESTED UP AFTER THE 26
INQUIRIES. ONLY A FEW
MILES ADDED, BUT STILL
NO
RUST.
THE
DEVELOPING SAGA WILL
CONTINUE.MICHAEL.

Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau

HAS

THE
SOURCE
F LEETWOOPMAC

The Dell Little Sis's have
wailed the summer through,
and now Dell brothers, we're
commg to you Be ready, Sat
nuiht!

& High. 352 3778. Ifs fun. it's
inexpensive, it's convenient,
it's co ed!

^iiiiiiniiiiiiinrrrT

SUNDAY

Walter Baker oiano concert 8 pm. Rectial Hall, Music
Blilo

learn vs Ashland, CoilarviiicanoEasliinMiuhiQan

Bring a friend because group
rates are available this year at
Fitness World Health Spa! 7th

STUDENTS $3.50.
NON STUDENTS $5.00

Sponsored by

BGSU women's

HAS

PERSONALS

msms

I a m. Carnation Room, union Admission

Steve Martin and John Sebastian 8pm, Grand Ballroom.
Union

Entertainment

2ND

OCT. I44IS. II. ?«»?»

Mam

SATURDAY

35? 8879

I "GeoRGerir

p.m.

Entertainment

Call 35? 5957

s*>°,

Brown Theatre,

I m in.inin-ill II" campus film 8:15 pm.. Main Auditorium,
University Hall 75 cents with ID

l male rmmte needed for 2nd
St apt. Oct
June Furnished

one coupon per customer
Good thru Oct. 15, 1977

Cleveland

Student Council for Exceptional Children 7 30 p m
Room. Union

UAO Coffeehouse a p.m., Carnation Room, Union Manley
Smith Group will perform. Admission 50 cents

Used baritone horn in good
condition.
Needed
by
Christmas 35? 1825

Any set of Guitar Strings

Utterly flamboyant and utterly proud George M!
captures the essence ot the American spirit and fills
the stage with the fireworks of Cohan's music such
as Over There, Billie, Give My Regards to Broad
way. Mary. Yankee Doodle Dandy, Harrigan, and of
course. You're A Grand Old Flag! It's the life of
George Michael Cohan, "we tell it where he lived It.
onstage!"
DOORS OPEN ATS X

Show s p.m., Joe E.

I female rmmte to share apt.
Call for interview. 35? 7063.

Little Olde Music Shoppe

■

Freshman Talent
University Hall

study
3965

■»^

■
Y

7 Sp.m.. Falcon's Nest, Union

WANTED

IIKMIIIM'I'S

BGSU vs

Meetings

UAO Happy Hours

German Shepherd puppy lost

Those

I 30pm .Stadium BGSU vs Toledo

Tee shirt dance 10pm. Northeast Commons
Delta Sigma Theta

Entertainment

Baker received hil bachelor and master degrees at Oberlin
Conservatory of Music and his Ph.D. in musical arts at the
University of Michigan. He teaches piano and related subjects at the University,

PHI ETA SIGMA
MEMBERS

Football

BGSU women's team

II 30 a m ,603Clouqh

Geology Brown Baq 1130 a m , 070 Overman Hall Dr. Tom
Wymer tospe.ikon technical writing

"Students are fortunate to have access to quality, free
performances." he said.

I

Volleyball II am . Anderson Arena
vs Wooster

UAOdis-o 9pm
SOcentt

Drumbeat of Love "ACT Bible study
St

'Mother, Jugs and Speed" campus film 6 p.m., 10:15 p.m..
Mam Auditorium, University Hall 75cents with ID

American
Cancer
Society

\

to a m s p.m., Browsing Room.

"Emmanuclle II" campus lilm 8 15, 10 15
Auditorium. University Hall 75centswith ID

UAO print and plant sale 9a.m 5pm. Union

"Cultural events such as my recital and other concerts
provided by the College of Musical Arts are really ideal for
students." Baker said, adding that developing a love and
appreciation for classical music is important.

People's Chess Federation
Union Stop m anytime

Soccer 4 p.m . licld next to Stadium
State

Meetings

The program, which includes works by Lizst. Ravel and
Schumann, is free and open to the public.

Give lo the
American Cancel
Society

ALBUMS
1. "Rumours,"FleetwoodMac (WarnerBros.).
2. "SimpleDreams," Linda Ronstadt (Asylum).
3. "Shaun Cassidy." Shaun Cassidy (WarnerCurb).
4. "Moody Blue," Elvis Presley (RCA).
5. "Foreigner," Foreigner (Atlantic).
6. "Anytime...Anywhere,"RitaCoolidgeiA&M).
7. "Star Wars,"Soundtrack 120thCentury).
8. "JT," James Taylor (Columbia).
I. "I, Robot," Alan Parsons Project (Arista).
10. •Livin- on the Fault Line," Doobie Brothers
i Warner Bros. I.
-The Associated Press

lorms are available fil the News office. 106 University Hall.
37? 2O04
There is no charqc for submitting events to this
section

University professor presents free classical piano recital
Dr. Walter W. Baker, associate professor in the College of
Musical Arts, will present a recital of piano music at 8 p.m.
Sunday in the Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts.

SINGLES
1. "You Light Up My Life." Debby Boone
(Warner-Curb).
t. "Keep It Comin' Love," K.C. and the Sunshine
Band(TK).
1.
"Nobody Does It Better." Carly
Simon(Elektra).
4.
"That's Rock 'n' Roll," Shaun Cassidy
i Warner-Curb).
5. "Star Wars Title Theme," Meco I Millennium I.
S. "Boogie Nights," Heatwave (Epic).
7. "Cold as Ice," Foreigner (Atlantic).
8. "Brickhouse,"Commodores(Motown).
9. "I Feel Love," Donna Summer I Casablanca I.

Campus Calendar is a list of the day's events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to
readers
Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and
open to the public
To submit an entry. Campus Calendar

Elvis leaves friends his popularity
popularity." said Sumner,
whose association with
Presley lasted about 20
years. "It's been hectic.
You can't believe how busy
I've been since his death.
Some people say, 'What arc
you going to do now?'
Actually, we haven't been
able to accepy all the dates.
The demand in 100 to 1 what
it used to be.

10. "I Just Want To Be Your Everything," Andy
Gibb(RSO).

Campus Calendar

J. D. Sumner writes book

NASHVILLE. TENN.
(AP) - J. D. Sumner. Elvis
Presley's lead backup singer
and probably his closest
friend, is in greater demand
now than ever before.

The top 10 Billboard singles and albums this week
are:

Phi Psi's The P.J Party was
fantastic
thanks for a great
time Tl>e Alpha Phi's.
Wow. Kim, the rock was such a
shock! Congrats on your
engagement to Gary. Love.
your KAPPA DELTA Sisters.
Have a laugh on WFAL! Win
Steve Martin tickets on 680
AM 2 2418.
DZ's Pledge Day. what more
must we say? A ton of spirit
and you let us hear it. Great
tea! The Betas.

Dirty City Sound 35? ?494
lnt« rested in being a little sis'
Come to an open rush at the
Piii Kappa Tau House on
Monday the 10th ata OOp.m
MEN! WOMEN'
JOBS ON
SHIPS! American Foreian
No
experience
required
Excellent pay
Worldwide
t» avel Summer job o* career
Send 53 00 lor information:
SEAFAX. Dept I II. Box?049.
I»OI t
Angeles, Washington
VK I- ;
HELPWANTEO
Sales

people

to work within

campus Call 35? 3778 Fitness
Weld He.ilth Spa
Part time rehel house parent
for residential home tor the
mentally
retared
6 Fri
through 6 Sun $?0 00 per day
Transportation desired
not
necessary. Couples or singles
may apply Contact Mr Jan
Rule 669 5801. (local!
Experienced bartender &
kitchen help (or nights only. At
least 25 hrs per week Sam
B's. 107 State St.
Need babysitter at my home or
at your house 3 11 p.m , Mon
Fri Call 35? 1234 93
ART PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR We're looking tor
a
talented,
idea oriented
person to direct our art
production dept We're an
exciting new publication which
will attract the best and the
brightest
in
Youngstown
Candidates should have ex
perience in design, layout and
graphic arts. Send detailed
resume, salary reguirements
to Youngstown Magazine, 317
Ohio Bldg.. Youngstown. OH
44503
Egual
Opportunity
Employer M F.
Freelance sports
feature
writer wanted for area weekly
Great experience
not much
pay. Must have car. Call 287
3?61.
UAO needs photographer for
Public Relations Committee.
Call 2 2343 or stop in UAO
Office, 3rd floor. Union.

Addressers
want< d
immediately! Work at home no
e*pertence necessary
excellent pay Write Amn « an
-■ v<e. 8350 P.irk Lane. Suite

?< - Dallas foxes /5?n
TYPI.TNON STUDENT
Temporary lull tune Now to
mi
Dec
Call BGSU
■ onnrl 0"'f e "l ?M6

Per

P.ir' tune |oh mo-n.ngs 8 I?.
Kn « kr-bocker ts,' vns
P i /1 amen,

experienced

preferred Driver must have
ir Dmo's PI;/a Tom or
I I p
Wiii'-i v

bar l. nxfci •

Northaate Mu*-t be ?t
00 3V V: I

CO->*
App'y

FOR SALE
i i' Les Paul orialrirtl el<
ha s guitar. ? 3393.

I

In need o< a StCITO? Call 3.'.'
it >s u ied and >n crnod
condition Ashmq $50 or best
of let
Gar ige s He
V.i n
-'W van

fri

U< i

432 S

Goo" condition

Bej totter {S3 139*
1975

Honda

Super

Sport

WOCC'S. Call 35? 7670.
Beautiful handmade Persian
'ambskm fur < oat One maxi 8.
onereqular Call 3*>; 8819
Fde cabinet. 4 drawer. legal
site, lull suspension, lock and
key
Shaw Walker brand 15
Call 35? 4859.
Aquarium
stand,
black
wrought iron, for a ?0 gal.
tank. Stainless steel hood

$8 00 35? 4859.
Vivi'ar series i,?00 mm f 30
'eleohoto
lens
Nikon
Nikkormat mount $130, 1 yr.
Old
like new. Call Mindy at
35? 6173 or 37? 20O3.
Sewinq
machine:
White
ro'orary cicc , portable with
case,
attachments, owner's
manual. S20. Call 35? 4859
1975 Ford Granada Ghia,
loaded, brown, vinyl top. 669
0603.
1973 ChevelleMahbu. PS. ?B
350."Automat., 2 barrel, very
good cond. $1,750 00 669 1551
even, or wkends Can be seen
in BG during the day.
Girl's Huffy bike Good cond
OniySW 00 Can m MIS
1969 Dodge Dart. Good con
dition. Call 372 6301.
AM FM radio cassette ree'd.
Realistic CTR 38, Ac batt.
conden MIC New. ree'd Two
recorders for gifts. Orig.
$89.50 Sell 1st offer over $50.
35? 4129after 6:00.

Will Toledo bring 'em out?

Where are the fans?
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
Toledo's Rockets invade Perry Field at 1 p.m. tomorrow
and they're sure to bring the best out of somebody. But who?
Could it be (a) Bowling Green, who finally appears headed
in the right direction, (b) six freshman starters for Toledo, or
(O the University student body, which has rarely supported
the Falcons in person this season.
Despite two attractive home opponents-Iowa State of the
Big Eight Conference and Western Michigan, the preseason
favorite in the Mid-American Conference MAC--only 8.000
students have attended.
Athletic department officials had hoped that this season
would be a big one, attendance-wise. All the ingredients were
there: Heavyweight schedule, new head coach and a contending team. But, thus far, the support has been very small.
wiiil.F. BG WAS battling Iowa State. Ohio State and
Oklahoma were on national television. When Western was
here, rain clouds threatened to burst all day long. These are
two excuses. How accurate they are may materialize after
tomorrow's bout with Toledo and an Oct. 22 home date with
Miami, an annual MAC nemesis.
University officials are hesitant to hope for 15,000 fans
tomorrow against the arch-rival Rockets. However, there is
good reason to expect such a good turnout.
Although Toledo is winless in four tries, it always seems to
give Bowling Green trouble. The Falcons have the edge (2215-4i in the 42-year-old series and have won four of the last
five meetings. But it took a last-minute drive to win last year,
29-28, and Rocket quarterback Gene Swick gave the locals a
scare. 34-17, in 1975.
Another reason to be optimistic of a good crowd is that BG
is coming off a big victory over Western Michigan. The

• • *

Probable line-ups
Bowling Green

Toledo

seven-point underdogs won by 20.
In that game, the Falcon offense rolled up 34 points and
moved well on the ground and through the air. It all awed
first-year Toledo coach Chuck Stobart.
"THE STRENGTH of their team is their offense," he says
bluntly. "We had a lot of coaches and pro scouts tell us last
spring already that Bowling Green has the best material of
anyone in the MAC.
"So it's no surprise that we respect them." Stobart added.
"Heck, they even have two big defensive tackles who can run
faster than our offensive backs. They have a guy, Williams
< Jack), who is 6-5,244. and does a 4.6 in the 40. We don't have
a BACK who can run that fast"
Stobart has been upset with the performance of his upperclassmen so far. 1 jot week against Eastern Michigan, he
started five freshman. Tomorrow, he's expected to start six:
Wide receiver Dan Cox, tailback Scott Alexander, defensive
end Ed Jefferson, middle guard Keith Johnson, safety Mike
Kennedy and wingback Harvey Klugh.
Falcon coach Denny Stolz, on the other hand, has been
getting some fine play out of his veterans.
OFFENSIVELY, the seasoned line came to life last week
to open holes for fullback Dan Saleet and tailback John Park,
the freshman surprise out of Sarnia. Ont.
Defensively, cornerback Greg Kampe and tackles Alex
Prosak and Jack Williams turned in outstanding performances last week.
The victory may have turned around the season for BG.
That's what Stolz hopes.
"It was a must situation and our players responded well to
the challenge." he said. "It was the first time we've come out
on top under pressure. We played with the enthusiasm and
the intensity that we have to if we're going to stay in the
league.
Tomorrow is just a stepping stone. Stolz hopes it's a
positive step for his Falcons. Stobart hopes it's a digit in the
vacant Toledo victory column and the University athletic
department hopes it's the spark that ignites this year's
season attendance.

DEFENSE-Craig Cheetwood (131 bats away a pass
f rum an unidentified Western Michigan receiver last

Friday. October 7,1977
Offense

Offense
C-DaveKarikas(50)
G-Marty Minna (67)
i; .inn Anderson (68)
T-MikeYelleyi75t
T-GaryZolciak<70i
TE-Mike Sherman (88)
SE-DanCoxi47l
WB-HarveyKlugh(45)
QB-Jeff Hepinstall (17)
FB-SkipMcCulley(30)
TB-Scott Alexander (23 <

C-JoeStuder(55t
G-KipKane<52)
G-Doug Smith (54)
T-MarkWichmani64>
T-MikeObrovac(79)
TE-TomSaleeti80)
SE-Dave Dudley (33)
Fl.-JeffGroth(23l
QB-Mark Miller 115 (
FB-DanSaleet(45)
TB-JohnPark(41l

Defense

Defense

T-PeteFioritto(93)
T-JonGotwald(60l
E-Ed Jefferson (63)
E-JoeConroy (37)
MG-Jim Seymour (691
IB-Aaron Bivins (99)
I.H-.lim Walser(33)
B-Ed Turner (6)
B-MikeKennedy (461
B-DaveHausfeld(43)
B-DaveSimrell(29l

•

T-AlexProsak(77)
T-Jack Williams (75)
E-TiniRoss(90i
E-SteveSeibcrt(47(
MG-JimMitolo(50)
IB-Mike Callesen (49)
IJ!-JoeGuyer(42)
B-GregKampei5)
B-Andre Parker (2)
B-DirkAbernathyd4)
B-HobCummins (22)

• •

Films to be shown

GRID NOTES: Phil V111 a piano, a former BG great and now
a linebacker for the world champion Oakland Raiders, may
take in tomorrow's battle. Villapiano's team plays in
Cleveland Sunday, but he may be out for the season with torn
knee ligaments ... Lcttcrmen Day is tomorrow and the
honorary award will be given to Ted Wolfram Jr., an
executive officer and partner of Bell & Beckwith and a 13year charter member of the Falcon Club. Ralph Quesinberry. a '46 graduate, will receive the silver letter award.
Ralph has been coaching and administrating at Chagrin
Falls High School for 31 years.

If past history means anything, the Bowling Green Men's
cross country' team can expect to finish toward the front of
the pack today at the Notre Dame Invitational.
Coach Mel Brodt's troops have finished in the top five for
seven of tlie past nine years, including three straight victories between 1970 and 1972.
i

1 he public is invited to watch replays of tomorrow's game
against Toledo on Monday night at 7:30 in the Carnation
Room of the Union.
The game films will be shown on a large screen and
11.. 11.11 ■ - < i by a member of the Falcon coaching staff.
After the session, those attending will be able to watch the
nationally -televised Monday night professional football
game.

ABOUT 20 TEAMS will line up today - including Wisconsin,
Eastern Illinois and Western Michigan to run a five-mile
race, which Brodt calls a "speed race."
"It's a very fast, flat course, flatter than ours," Brodt said.
"Our runners will try to run together for the first mile, then
iBobi l.unnandiKevin) Ryan will take off.
"The other five runners will try to stay in a pack. It's the
only way you can win meets like this."

More sports...baseball

THIS YEAR'S competition iias been split up into two
divisions, with the teams who have done well here in past
years running one race, while the weaker teams run in the

other.

playoffs on Page 8
HORSEBACKmDING

BROOKDALE
STABLES
14810 FREYMANRD.

Sports

The meet also will have a special incentive to some of the
Falcon runners, as they prepare for the All-Ohio meet next
weekend.

By Cheryl Gesehke
Assistant Sports Editor
Speed and accuracy are the goals of the women's field
hockey team for this weekend's four-way home match with

"OUR TOP SIX have been pretty consistent and are pretty
well set, but how the rest of the team runs will determine who
will run in the seventh spot, the final scoring position next
week." Brodt added.
Joining l.unn. Ryan. Steve Honslcy, Pete Murtaugh, Jeff
Martin and Gary Little this week will be Mark Selvaggio,
filling in for the injured Dan Cartledge.

Ruggers win pair
The Bowling Green rugby
team won two of three
matches Saturday, defeating
Denison. Ohio's oldest rugby
team, twice, while losing to
Findlay.
The Falcons fell behind 8-0
in the first half of the first
game with Denison. as they
had trouble adjusting to
Dcmson's un iersized field.
The second half was a different story, however, as
Mike Higgins and Mo
Coutrell each punched over
scores to tie the score at 8.

Ashland. Eastern Michigan and Cedarville.
Coach Sue Gavron said she is working on Swinging the ball
more quickly and having the forwards interchange more
rapidly.
"I'd like to sec the girls disperse the play on luith sides of
the field." Gavron said, adding Iliat there is a need for
balance.
GAVRON SAID THAT Ashland fields a strong team each
year and claims they will be a strong competitor. The
Falcons lost to Eastern Michigan last year, so (hoy will also
be the team to beat.
Cedarville is a different situation. Gavron knows little
about the team, since it is the first tune BG faces Iliat team.
She has no expectatioas about that outcome.
ALTHOUGH IT ISN'T known whether falcon starter
Terry Olewnik will dress for the name because of an ankle
injury. Gavron said she feels confident the team will be ready
for the contest.
After a very short rest, the Falcons will host Dayton
Monday at 4 p.m. at the activity field adjacent to the football
stadium.
*•:■:■:■>:•:*>:■:*:*:#-:■":SW'■.'■ '■ ■ '•'■ i; ::• '«4
■:•■■••■■:5: -.-.• •:•■■;:««.»¥$

Joe Horstman did the rest of
the Falcons scoring with a
conversion kick, and three
penalty kicks to give the
Falcons a 18-8 victory.

1

In the second match with
Denison, Steve Bucciferro
scored all of Bowling
Green's points in a 6-0
conquest.
Poor tackling was the
Falcons undoing in the
Findlay match however, as
the Oilers upset their bigger
opponent, 26-6.

What's water polo?
If you don't know much about the game, you can find out
tonight as the University club team hosts Miami in the
Natatonum at 7.
Bowling Green's team has lost its first four matches
against Cleveland State. Ohio State. Akron And Western
Michigan.
BG will have two other home matches after tonightagainst Western Michigan next Friday and against Kenyon
on Oct. 28.

Water polo
tonight

Tomorrow At Perry Field!

SIGN -UP FOR

MINICOURSES

Page 7

Stickers in four-way bout

Harriers expect high
finish at Notre Dame
By Steve Sadler
Staff Reporter

Nr,vtiilv>to by laity Koytar
week. Linebacker Mike Ciillesen looks on as the
Falcons won. 14*M, and host Toledo tomorrow.

FALCONS vs. TOLEDO
Kickoff At 1:30 p.m. - - Gates Open At 12:00 Noon

3RD FLOOR UNION
- UAO OFFICE
A variety of non-accredited
courses offered.

THE B.G.S.U.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
WELCOMES
ALL RETURNING

LETTERMEN

Tickets On Sale Until 5 p.m. Today At The Memorial Hall
Ticket Office, And Tomorrow At The Stadium Gates.
Open Weekdays9a m Noon; I p.m. - 5p.m.
BGSU STUDENT GEN ADMISSION
NON STUDENT GEN ADMISSION

GO FALCONS

BENCH RESERVEDSEAT
CHAIR RESERVEDSEAT

I

«? 00
M00

U C
U l_

^ 0"
5*00

TLICDCI
ri C II I
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Lasorda prefers best-of-seven series
LOB ANGE1.ES (KFSi - To begin with. Tommy I jisorda.
the field conunander of the Dodgers, joins that elite
philosophic group contending that best-of-five isn't enough lo

Melvin
Durslag

decide a matter of such vital concern as the league playoffs.
Mr. l-asorda is partial to best-of-seven, the number also
suggested by such formidable thinkers as Sparky Anderson
and Billy Martin.
"A five-game series isn't bad,'' says lasorda, "but it still
isn't enough to eliminate the luck clement. Actually, you
never can eliminate the luck element, but when you playseven games, you can come much, much closer to it than in
five."
"Football wipes out iLs brothers in one game." lasorda
was reminded.
"BUT F(X)TBAIJ. is a different proposition," he answered "It plays a season schedule of only 14 games. In
baseball, we play 1B2.
When a team plays 102 games,
stretching from April through September, it isn't anxious to
lose the playoffs on little things. I consider seven games a
fair tost "

countable retrogression of Cincy with a team comprising
such giants as Morgan, Rose, Bench, Scaver. Foster. Griffey
and Concepcion is the story of this year's running.
With sporting conservatism, Sparky Anderson, who won
108 and 102 in his last two seasons, asked for only 95 this time-y

And by the time football walks off the field with its Pro
Bowl, it is late January.
So baseball need feel no compunction to crowd itself. If the
question is raised about cold night weather in October, it
always can anchor its World Scries in a temperate zone, or
the commissioner can buy a top coat.
Reflecting on what has happened to himself and to his
I circes in his first year as a big league manager, lasorda
recalls his trials at the start as underdog to almighty Cincinnati, ratged by some with the' 27 Yankees.
"IN SPRING training." says Tommy, "Doug Rau asked

lasorda isn't troubled by the fact that a longer playoff
could delay the World Series. Logically, he points out that

one of our scouts for advice on pitching to Cincy. The scout
answered, When you're running in the outfield before a
game, strain your ankle.' "
Ten games inferior to Cincinnati last year, the Dodgers

basketball and hockey don't worry that their test matches
now run into .tune.

clearly had a catching up job this season.
Anil the combination of the Dodgers' skills and the unac-

Yankees even
A.L. playoff
series at one
<"ii> Royals.6-2.
Down by 0OC run in the bottom »f the fifth. Cliff Johnson
hammered a solo home run 429 feet to centerficld to tic
Hie game at one run. Later that inning. Willie Randolph
■cored following an Andy HaSSler balk and a single to put the

Yanks ahead, 2-1.
In the top of the sixth. Kansas City shortstop Freddy Patek
(10111)1111 off Hauler and later scored on the disputed plaj at
second when Hal Mcllae tackled Randolph, the Yankee
shortstop, to break up a double play. Patek scored during the
confusion at second
New York exploded in the bottom of the sixth, scoring three
runs on singles by Thin in.in Munsoii and I.mi Pincll.i. a
double by cliff Johnson, and a George Brett error of a
Randolph grounder to third.
The Yankees added an insurance run in the eighth when
Reggie Jackson singled, stole second and scored on Randolph's hit The Yanks, who coasted on Bon Giudry's threehitter, move onto Kansas City fur the third game of the scries
today.
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By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports I il Itm

The toughest soccer powers keep coming up
against Bowling Green.
Wednesday, the Falcons traveled to Ohio's
third-ranked team. Wooster, anil lost 1-0 on a
direct kick. Tomorrow, B(I hosts Cleveland
Stale, the top-ranked squad, at I p.m.
it was Woosters Ken Koiich who delivered
the fatal goal Wednesday at 33:68 into the first
half. After a B(i pushing penalty. Koiich
dulled the shot from the left side of the field,
Catching the far, upper corner of the net.
"WE l)ll> everything in the came, except
put the ball in the net," coach Mickey

Coehranc said
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But I still bleed Dodger blue and we have done pretty well.
"Then critics and baseball people questioned my temperament and my tendency to fight with umpires. I made a
conscious effort to control myself this year and think I did a

And. of course, it developed that the Dodgers not only led
from the first to the 162nd game, but put just slightly under
:i,nno,onn paid in the park, an incredible accomplishment.
Actually, with cut-rate customers and guests, the Dodgers
put 3.000.000 paid in the park, meaning God knows the
revenue from parking, hot dogs, programs and the like.
All of this, mind you. with a manager earning $50,000.
which goes to show how sometimes you get more than you
pay fur

"We had good possession

far. Cleveland State has defeated Xavier 17Dl, St LOUiS iHI'. Ohio iB-Oi, Wooster i5-ll
and Wisconsin-Milwaukee (4-1 >.
It was Wisconsin-Milwaukee that gave the
Falcons their o|>oning loss. 2-1. in Bow linn
Green three weeks ago,
STHIKERS-Thc scries between Cleveland

movement."

Cleveland

Now from the frying pan Into the firecievei.uid State is next on the agenda,

professionally with the Cleveland Cobras of
the American Soccer League Head coach
Klaas ilc Boer played for two seasons (also

Till-: VIKINGS are paced by junior forward
Boh Hritz, a native of Munich. West Ger-

three with Boston) and assistant coach Jim
McMillan was with the Cobras six years.

State

coaches

have

played

Sports on TV
TODAY
:<
pin
BASEBALL:
National League playoffs.
l.os Angeles Dodgers at
Philadelphia Phillies, eh. 4.
13.
8:30 p.m. BASEBALL:
American League playoffs.
New York Yankees at
Kansas City Royals, eh. 4.13.
TOMORROW
i pm i if necessary)
BASEBALL: American
I ramie playoffs, New York
VS. Kansas City. eh. 4. lit.
2
p.m.
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL:
British
Columbia Thunderbirds vs.
the Manitoba Bisons, ch. 9.

:i :ui

p.m.

COLLEGE

FOOTBAU: pro-game show.
ch.7.24.
3:45 p.m.
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL: Alabama
Crimson Tide vs. USC
Trojans at Los Angeles, ch.
7.24.
5 p.m. I'BO FOOTBALL:
This is the NFL highlight
show. ch. 4.
8 p.m. i if necessary i
BASEBALL: National
League
playoffs.
Los
Angeles
Dodgers
vs.
Philadelphia Phillies, ch. 4.
13.
10 2-0 p.m. COLLEGE
FOOTBALL: Purdue vs.

Ohio State (taped), ch. 57.
10:30

SUNDAY
a.m.
COLLEGE

NEW LOCATION
Christian Science Organization
will meet in the

FOOTBALL: Michigan
Wolverines vs. Michigan
State Spartans itapedi. ch.
11.
I2::i0 p.m. COLLEGE
FOOTBALL: Highlights of
weekend names, ch. 7.24.
1 p.m. PRO FOOTBALL:
Lions Today, pro-game
show. ch. 2.
1 p.m. PRO FOOTBALL:
Oakland
Raiders
18,
Cleveland Browns, ch 4.13.
1 30 p.m. PRO FOOTB.\i.i.:P NFL Today, ch. 2.
II.

ONE THAT DIDN'T COUNT-Dennis Mcpham. a sophomore striker,
knocks home an apparent goal, hul il didn't count because the Falcons
were caught (or an offside infraction. Mcpham was BG'S second leading
Rearer last year.

Australian netter blasts
transsexual Richards
ATLANTA
|AP)Australian
Dianne
Fromholtz blitzed Renee

on and acts like a female."
she said.

2 p.m. PRO FOOTBALL:
Detroit Lions vs. Minnesota

Richards on the tennis court
and then verbally blasted the

to

Vikings, ch. 2, li.

transsexual off the court,
calling her a sideshow.

2 p in PRO FOOTBALL:
Saskatchewan Roughriders
vs. Montreal Alouettcs, ch. 9,
2
p.m.
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL. Toledo vs.
Bow linn Green i taped i. ch.
57.
4
p.m.
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL:
Michigan
Replay with Bo Schcmbechler. ch. 13.
4:30 p.m. COLLEGE
FOOTBALL:
Dallas
Cowboys vs. St. Louis
i Cardinals, ch. 2.11.
4:30 p.m. COLLEGE
FOOTBALL: Michigan State
Football with Darryl Rogers.
ch. 7.

There arc others on the
women's tour who are not

ojfe'ra
IrVeVe Got

Dr. Richards playing on the
tour

Miss FromholtZ, seeded
sixth in the $75,000 Women's

DR.
RICHARDS,
the
former Dr. Dick Raskind of
New York City, wore a
bright red tennis dress with a

"I know Renee. I like her.
But I don't think she should
be playing tournaments with
us because I think it sets a
bad precedent."Evert said
"It's opening doors for
other cases. But I'll say this.
she's got guts. I'm not going
to judge her. because people
judge me too much, and I

whipped Richards 8-1, 84
Tuesday night then let go her

short, white pleated skirt for
her first round match with

verbal blasts.

Miss Fromholtz.
The
43-year-old
Dr.
Richards put on horn-

don't like it."

the kindest.
"The
thing

general

rimmed glasses after the
first set rout and appeared to
play better in the next set
before losing.

5
p.m.
COLLEGE public.
I FOOTBALL:
Michigan
"The people, the general
Replay with Bo Schem- public, are laughing at us. At
bechler. ch. 7.
the way she i Renee i walks

was or. hand at the start of
the match but after dropping
the first set about half the

"SHE'S A sideshow." said
Miss Fromholtz. "Something
like that is against human
nature and lakes away from
our tour.It gives us a bad
with

the

Bob Lunn
Sieve Michaels

WOULD

Mark
Scott

Mike Krill
John Strong

A crowd of nearly 6.000

spectators left.
It is anyone's

LIKE TO THANK THE MEN
WHO HELPED US THRU RUSH:
Rasch
Thomas

Andy Powell
Joe Coulter

guess

whether they came out to see
Dr.
Richards
or
the

MS. WADE may have been
is

being

overplayed at the moment."
she said. "Once when I was
playing her at Forest Hills. I
asked myself if I was playing
something different... or, if I
was just playing another
competitor. In the end. I was
just playing another competitor.
level.'"

She'll

find

"Dimples" Berenson

her

PHI KAPPA PSI
Congratulations its New Actives
MIKE DERGE
ED PAULVIR
SCOTT YOUNGER

STEVE ABELL

DAVE HICKS

JEFF WHITE

Jefi Arendas
and
Bob
IOOHOBBO"

)

little players out there who

somebody," Miss Fromholtz
added.

» DELTA ZETA'S

Hennalucent:
^~f
Tones, brightens, thickens and conditions
as nature intended. 100% organic *8°
Uni-Sex Hair-Styling Reg. s750 value
¥■■¥• Now $5" JMr*
prices good Oct. 10-22nd Offer good

Miss Evert has joined
what appears to be a
growing sentiment against

Chris Evert, the top player in
the world.

inni'juuuum

Style!f

Wade

generation. She comes in and
gets all the publicity when I
know there's a lot of good

ecstatic about Richards
being among them, including

Tennis
Classic at the
Georgia Tech Coliseum,

hcadlincis-Miss
Evert.
Blllie .lean King and Wmibleton champion Virginia

it is not a good example
set for the younger

can't get anywhere. Give her
the publicity when she's won
a big tournament, or beaten

image

IMI

Saturday, November5 8 p.m.
Anderson Arena

to the home office and the minions in its empire.
"When I said I bled Dodger blue." recalls Tommy, "a lot of
people laughed and said that act would go sour., that the
players would get sick of it. that the front office would, too.

TIIK ONLY blemish on the Vikings 5-1

HAIR HAPPENING "»*. N..
L080 S. Main 352-9344 Addr«»

sti riinttl Irom Johnny
m ^ ronighl show

yielded.

record was last week's '.M loss to Buffalo. So

Everyone Welcome!

DOCSEVERINSEN

Everyone does it in his own way."
A second tender area for l-asorda developed with what is
known as his Dodger blue schtik. professing deathless loyalty

have the right guy?"
When young O'Malley insisted that they did. his father

many, with five goals and two assists iii five
games, He has been named to the All-Ohio
and All-Midwest teams for the pst two
seasons.
The Falcons, however, can't concentrate on
HritZ alone. The Vikes have scored 2fi goals as
a team, limiting the opponents to just five.

Faculty Lounge University Union
Mondays at 6:30 p.m.

Don't Miss BGSU's 1977
Parent's Day Show

WALTER 0'MAIJ.EY. for instance, arched an eyebrow.
He had nothing against lasorda, but tended to inquire, after
keeping Walter Alston on the job 2.1 years. "Are you sure we

throughout the game and had our chances, State and Bowling Green is tied at 2-2. The
Vikings took last year's name, 2-1. in
but we fust couldn't score."
The Falcons, now 2■:!. had to play a Slow- Cleveland The Vikes finished second in Ohio
last year and I'Mh in the Midwest...In addition
paced game.
"They iWoosterl played a slow, dehherate lo Hritz, tomorrow's foe has seven other
game," Coehranc said. "We're accustomed to players from foreign countries. including
our type of game-fast pace and a lot of Canada, Bermuda and England...Both

10 p.m.

the hoppiot

"THERE WERE four very big items at stake." says Tom.
"First, I had to prove to critics that it's entirely possible to be
close to your ball players and still win. Managers also win
who aren't close to their ball players, but at least we proved
that a manager can be one of the guys and win. too.

Soccer team keeps playing the best

1-800-438-8113

HAPPY?

Finally, the responsibility for vindicating Peter O'Malley.
the president of l.os Angeles, was felt by lasorda. who
acknowledged that his selection wasn't with instant acclaim
on the part of the Dodger cerebral trust.

No. 1 Cleveland State here tomorrow

BULLETIN
NEW YORK-The
New York Yankees evened the
\iiicncnn League best-of-five playoff series at one game
each last night by rallying from behind to defeat the Kansas

-and he couldn't even win 90.
In the afterglow, lasorda exhales deeply and confesses the
heat that had seized him before and during the season.

good job. I wasn't thrown out of a single game for a r gumig- I\
was chased once on a technicality i a second warning to a 1
Dodger pitcher for throwing inside I and even the ump
apologized for having to run me."

i ii i i i
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